
Why EmpowerMX?
EmpowerMX is a leading cloud-based software platform that is designed to 
accelerate digital adoption in the Airline, MRO, and Defense establishments. 
Its product suite helps Engineering and Compliance, Heavy and Line 
Maintenance, Shop and Materials Management.
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EmpowerMX 
Welcomes 

to the Cloud
Empower MX, the leading 
Aviation Maintenance Platform, 
has welcomed American Airlines 
into its cloud-exclusive platform.

Secure, 
Mobile-ready, 
and Paperless 
MRO

Benefits of EmpowerMX’s 
Cloud-Only Platform

American Airlines’ migration to a cloud-only aviation maintenance 
platform has given them the following benefits:

Easy Sign-on
American Airlines can begin 
using EmpowerMX’s aviation 
maintenance solutions simply 
by signing on to the platform.

Mobile and Secure
EmpowerMX is a mobile-ready, 
constantly updated, and highly 
secure aviation maintenance 
platform.

Paperless MRO
American Airlines can now 
easily convert task cards to a 
standard electronic format 
regardless of the original format 
— including paper — they 
initially received.
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Moved from CAPEX to OPEX 
fully transitioned to an OPEX model for aviation maintenance

Significantly reduced costs
cloud hosting costs significantly less than the Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) of servers and on-premise maintenance platforms

Aligned supported tools and platforms
eliminated dependency on internal certifications and vendor 
approvals (WebSphere vs Tomcat vs Wildfly, JDK versions, and more)

Reduced dependency on IT support
maintained DB versions as a part of the Cloud solution without 
impact to their application portfolio

Ensured connectivity, accuracy, and compliance
utilized web services for integrations with legacy systems and 
intelligence across all lines of operations

Improved security, uptime, and customer satisfaction
monthly application updates, including customer requested features 
and product roadmap developments

A fully cloud-based offering allows American 
Airlines to focus on their core business while 

EmpowerMX handles their entire workflow and 
technology in the background.


